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Practicing Superhuman Law

✪
Creative License, Industrial Identity,  

and Spider- Man’s Homecoming

tara  lomax

The industrial conditions concerning owner ship and licensing of intellec-
tual property (IP) are central to the development of creative content in con-
temporary media franchising. Similarly, the licensing relationships between 
comic book publishers and Hollywood studios have a dynamic impact 
on the creative development and industrial identity of superhero proper-
ties. For example, in the late 1990s Marvel Comics regained its economic 
stability following bankruptcy by licensing high- profile superhero proper-
ties like Spider- Man and the X- Men to Hollywood studios.1 This licens-
ing strategy saw Marvel forfeit creative control of a number of its characters. 
Media and cultural studies scholar Derek Johnson notes that such licens-
ing agreements gave Hollywood studios “creative and economic control 
over production, marketing, and sublicensing,” and thus Marvel “strug gled 
to maintain creative power over the direction of its comic book films.”2 
This creative- industrial tension is at the foundation of Marvel Studios’ 
orga nizational identity as a movie production com pany conceived to self- 
produce its remaining superhero properties. As president of Marvel Enter-
tainment Alan Fine explains, in setting up Marvel Studios “we wanted to 
control the destinies of our own characters. We wanted to decide when, 
how, and in which ways we would bring them to filmed- entertainment.”3 
Therefore, Marvel Studios is founded as an industrial intervention into the 
conventional structures of owner ship and licensing relations between 
Hollywood and the American comic book industry.

Marvel Studios’ objective to self- produce its own superhero properties 
is realized in the development of what it has branded the Marvel Cinematic 
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Universe (MCU): a transmedia franchise that maintains interconnecting 
diegetic continuity across multiple installments and media platforms. The 
MCU positions the Avengers as its narrative and character centerpiece and 
draws from the rich cata logue of Marvel comic book characters that are not 
already bound up in license agreements with other Hollywood movie stu-
dios. This creative strategy balances solo superhero installments and fran-
chise series around characters like Captain Amer i ca, Thor, and Iron Man 
with ensemble movies like The Avengers and Guardians of the Galaxy. This 
approach has been extended to tele vi sion, where characters from individ-
ual Netflix series such as Daredev il, Luke Cage, and Jessica Jones team up 
in the crossover show The Defenders, while the broadcast series Agents of 
S.H.I.E.L.D. also exists in and contributes to the same diegetic universe by 
incorporating subtle to obvious crossovers.4 The MCU is therefore signifi-
cant as a creative- industrial pursuit  because it can be characterized as both 
a complex creative initiative, through its experimentation with diegetic con-
tinuity, and an industrial venture, since it uses this interconnecting cre-
ative strategy in its brand as a studio that self- produces its own IP.

Due to preexisting licenses with Fox, Sony, and Universal, Marvel’s IP 
portfolio has been fragmented across multiple Hollywood studios. While 
Marvel Studios is largely distinguished by the characters and franchises 
located “inside the MCU”— namely the Avengers—it is also unavoidably 
associated with franchises that have been produced by other studios “out-
side the MCU,” like Spider- Man and X- Men. This means that the MCU is 
characterized by both what it is and what it is not. This not only risks cre-
ative confusion between the MCU and other franchises adapted from Mar-
vel Comics through licensing but also incidentally complicates the strate-
gic development of its interconnected diegetic continuity. Spider- Man is a 
productive example of a superhero property that has been developed as a 
franchise “outside (and prior to) the MCU,” and has now been incorporated 
“inside the MCU.” Spider- Man was previously off- limits to Marvel Studios 
due to a licensing agreement made in 1999 between Marvel and Sony Pic-
tures Entertainment; however,  these circumstances have recently changed 
since Sony agreed to loan Spider- Man to Marvel for inclusion in the MCU. 
As president of Marvel Studios Kevin Feige revealed, “Marvel’s involvement 
[in producing  these new Spider- Man movies]  will hopefully deliver the 
creative continuity and authenticity that fans demand from the MCU.”5 
First occurring with a cameo appearance in Captain Amer i ca: Civil War, 
Spider- Man’s full welcome into the MCU was heralded with a solo movie 
sentimentally titled Spider- Man: Homecoming.6 At the heart of this indus-
trial collaboration between Marvel and Sony, therefore, is the cele bration 
of creative continuity and the affective sentiments of “returning home.” 
Homecoming is thus the result of two competing studios “collaborat[ing] on 
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a new creative direction for the web slinger.”7 Previously divorced from 
the creative and economic control of Marvel Studios, Spider- Man’s incor-
poration into the MCU, and into the same diegetic world as the Avengers 
is a significant creative industry occurrence. Indeed, this chapter argues 
that Homecoming sets a pre ce dent for understanding the complex creative 
and industrial dynamics of superhero franchises. As this chapter discusses 
below, Homecoming is not simply a new beginning for Spider- Man, Marvel, 
or Sony, but is discursively inscribed with Marvel Comics’ turbulent eco-
nomic history of bankruptcy, license farming, and the interplay of creative 
and industrial priorities in constructing the com pany’s orga nizational 
identity.

In examining the nature and function of superhero properties within the 
context of media franchising, this chapter demonstrates that superhero 
franchises constitute both a proprietary function and a creative mode of 
expression. The interplay of  these impulses is fundamental to understand-
ing media franchising as a dominant mode of production in con temporary 
screen media. Johnson conceptualizes this interaction as a pro cess of cre-
ative license, which he defines as “franchising as a mediation of creativity” 
through licensing relations.8 This chapter considers this “mediation of cre-
ativity” through the notion of industrial identity; this conceptualizes how 
vari ous franchise properties are inscribed with a distinct identity as a result 
of owner ship structures and licensing relations, in tandem with the strate-
gies of creative development. For example, prior to Homecoming Spider- 
Man’s industrial identity had been  shaped by its estranged licensed rela-
tionship, including vari ous reboots and genre reimaginings  under diff er ent 
creative teams and actors: Sam Raimi and Marc Webb as directors, and 
Tobey Maguire and Andrew Garfield as actors. Spider- Man’s industrial 
identity, therefore, is currently  under revision with his foray into the MCU, 
in which he is played by actor Tom Holland. This chapter considers the con-
cept of creative license as a pro cess through which a superhero property’s 
industrial identity is also negotiated and  shaped. As such, this approach 
understands superhero franchises as being inherently constituted by cre-
ative and industrial priorities.

The intersection between creativity and business is a premise that Marvel 
Comics has already previously explored with the introduction of the 
metatextual concept of “superhuman law” in comic book writer Dan Slott’s 
run on She- Hulk.9 As explained in She- Hulk, superhuman law is “a new and 
unchartered territory for  legal pioneers” that caters to the litigious require-
ments of superheroes and other comic book characters, with clients rang-
ing from Spider- Man to Howard the Duck.10 In She- Hulk, superhuman law 
constitutes the professional setting for the character She- Hulk, aka Jenni-
fer Walters, who is offered a job at the prestigious law firm of Goodman, 
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Lieber, Kurtzberg & Holliway (GLK&H), on the condition that she prac-
tice her job as Walters, not She- Hulk. For Walters, superhuman law and the 
offices of GLK&H are merely a backdrop for her to gain a better understand-
ing of herself as  human and superhuman; just as compelling, however, is 
that this character journey works in tandem with how the premise of super-
human law legalizes the dual nature of superheroes and supervillains as 
both fictional characters and  legal entities. In the series Walters learns that 
in the practice of superhuman law comic books constitute  legal case files 
that are “admissible in any court of law” and “most Marvel books are 
licensed from the real heroes.”11 In this  legal practice comic book origin 
issues are approved by each superhero before being filed in long boxes and 
kept as  legal documents in the basement of GLK&H.12 For  these reasons, it 
is not She- Hulk (or Walters) that is of interest for this chapter, but rather 
the practice of superhuman law. Superhuman law is a metafictional prac-
tice in which Marvel Comics demonstrates awareness of its own owner ship 
histories and the complex industrial conditions of its characters; as such, it 
is a compelling meta phor through which to consider the relationship 
between the superhero genre and the franchise mode of production. How-
ever, superhuman law is not called on  here as evidence of Marvel’s  legal 
practices or to necessarily support conclusions about the com pany’s 
approach to creativity in superhero franchises; rather, it is a metafictional 
reflection of the complex pro cess of creative license in developing super-
hero franchises.

Superhuman Law and Intellectual Property

Marvel Comics uses the notion of superhuman law as a metafictional nar-
rative practice to playfully acknowledge the owner ship histories of Marvel 
and the legalization of superhero identities as licensed properties in the con-
temporary entertainment industries. Operating out of offices at Timely Plaza 
in New York City—an allusion to Marvel’s founding name of Timely 
Comics—the name Goodman, Lieber, Kurtzberg & Holliway explic itly 
refers to key Marvel figures: founder Martin Goodman and key creators 
Stan Lee (born Stanley Lieber) and Jack Kirby (born Jacob Kurtzberg). This 
reference to extradiegetic figures as partners of a diegetic law firm acknowl-
edges the legacy of owner ship and authorship in Marvel’s history. The fourth 
partner, Holden Holliway, manages the firm within the diegesis and, it is 
assumed, liaises with the other partners, although this is never depicted in the 
comic series. Through this nod to Marvel’s past, superhuman law is prac-
ticed at a metafictional law firm where its principal partners cross tex-
tual bound aries between real ity and fiction, thus establishing a metatextual 
dialogue between the inside and outside of the text.
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Superhuman law thus pre sents a playful but compelling creative reflec-
tion on the superhuman dimensions and procedures of entertainment law 
and the creative industries. This association between superhuman law and 
entertainment law complements Mitchell Adams’s chapter in this collec-
tion, which considers how trademark law protects the secret commercial 
symbolism of superhero properties. In She- Hulk, superhuman law is used 
by comic book characters in the negotiation of movie sequel contracts. For 
example, in one side panel, Howard the Duck employs GLK&H to sue 
George Lucas for failing to produce a successful trilogy with the license to 
his property (Figure 7.1).13 This is a comical allusion to Lucasfilm’s critically 
and commercially disappointing production of a Howard the Duck film 
adaptation in 1986, while also satirically conveying how creative license 
inevitably involves some tension between licensee and licensor.14 With this 
example  there is also a conscious association made between the practice of 
superhuman law and the institutional owner ship structures and licensing 
relations of the entertainment industry. Indeed, the conditions of IP and 
licensing relations in media franchising are meta phor ically akin to the prac-
tice of superhuman law in Marvel Comics— that is, superhuman law is 
constituted by an interaction of metafiction and  legal practice, which can 
also serve to function as a symbolic narration of creative license.

As a  legal practice within the diegesis of Marvel Comics, superhuman 
law protects the  legal interests of superheroes and negotiates the exceptional 
 legal circumstances concerning superhero identities. The first client depicted 
in this She- Hulk series is Danger Man / Daniel Jermain, who acquires pow-
ers as the result of a workplace chemical accident. Using his uncontrollable 
super strength Daniel injures his  family and damages his home.15 His insur-
ance com pany does not cover superhuman incidents, and so neither Dan-
iel nor his  family can receive health coverage. Superhuman law is employed 
 here to argue that Danger Man’s “origin story” resulted in the death of Dan-
iel, and subsequently his  family is eligible for his death insurance. Another 
noteworthy client of GLK&H is Spider- Man, who attempts to sue newspa-
per publisher J. Jonah Jameson for libel, but must  settle out of court when 
the case inadvertently implicates Spider- Man’s secret identity— Peter 
Parker—as Jameson’s photographer.16 Both  these cases suggest that the 
practical function of superhuman law is not to achieve or strengthen coher-
ence in superhero identities but to negotiate  legal bound aries between 
superheroes and their secret identities. Indeed, American studies scholar 
Adam Capitanio describes She- Hulk and her practice of superhuman law 
as a “disrupter of continuity, someone who  battles the narrative status 
quo.”17 This observation is consistent with the Danger Man and Spider- Man 
cases, which result in compromises despite and/or  because of the disrup-
tions caused by their secret and dual identities. Similarly, Capitanio’s under-
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standing of superhuman law as a “disrupter of continuity” also produc-
tively describes the creative disruption that can occur as a result of real- world 
licensing agreements, as I have noted above in relation to the licensed out-
sourcing of Marvel’s superhero IP.

A consideration of real- world IP via the metafictional practice of super-
human law paradoxically validates and questions the function of comic 
books as  legal property. Moreover, it reflects on the legality of tangible comic 
books, which occupy a contentious space as both material object and imma-
terial IP. This undertaking not only delineates the contested definition of 
creative ideation as economic property but also implicates IP in questions 
of subjectivity, multiplicity, and storytelling conventions. The practice of 
superhuman law in She- Hulk provides Marvel with a diegetic creative space 
in which to explore and self- regulate the bound aries and interpretations of 
its own IP and licensing relations. Capitanio considers how Slott harnesses 
superhuman law as a metacomic device through which to engage in a revi-
sionist exploration of the superhero comic book genre.18 Capitanio says that, 
in She- Hulk, Slott experiments with the tropes of superhero storytelling 
conventions and thus represents the superhero genre’s “sort of ‘identity 
crisis’ ” in the new millennium.19 Superhuman law is, therefore, also an anal-
ogy for Marvel’s own strug gle with developing and maintaining control of 
its own creative and industrial identity. As Capitanio points out, in She- Hulk 

Figure 7.1. At the superhuman law offices of Goodman, Lieber, Kurtzberg & Holliway, 
Marvel Comics character Howard the Duck confronts producer George Lucas about his 
failure to produce a successful trilogy with the license to his comic book property, 
She- Hulk #9 (New York: Marvel Comics, January 2005).
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“comic book storylines take on the force of  legal rulings, which therefore 
set bound aries around the way that any subsequent storyline might unfold.”20 
Superhuman law thus functions as a creative strategy for Marvel to self- 
consciously reflect on the conditions of the con temporary comic book 
industry and its storytelling conventions.

In a further congruous association with superhuman law, the nature and 
conditions of real- life IP and licensing are often defined in metaphysical 
dimensions. The objective of IP law, as law scholar Alexandra George 
describes it, is to protect the “intangible,” “incorporeal,” and “imaginary” 
“object” of the intellect.21 In this way, the negotiation of such dimensions 
is also unavoidably subjective, and it defines “the bound aries of an intel-
lectual property object as fuzzy.”22 This infers a potential for creative dif-
ference and interpretation. As George continues, “An intellectual property 
object’s bound aries are multi- dimensional, and they are usually impossi-
ble to determine except when mea sured against the scope of other ( actual 
or potential) intellectual property objects.”23 The conceptual nature of IP 
is thus fundamentally inscribed with an abstract dialectic between the 
immaterial phenomena of the intellect and the tangible object of property. 
The bound aries that define the IP object also shape its creative interpreta-
tion across multiple media forms, creators, corporations, and storylines. 
This space facilitates a mechanism for media production that is driven by 
an interaction of IP bound aries and creative development, as well as the col-
laborative pro cesses of creative license that  will be expanded on below.

Such a mechanism also corresponds with, and even inarguably contrib-
utes to, the superhero genre’s shifting conditions from continuity to multi-
plicity. Media scholar Henry Jenkins notes that within this structural move-
ment “difference is felt much more powerfully within a genre than between 
competing genres.”24 Similarly, En glish scholar Molly Hatcher identifies a 
comparable mechanism driving the relationship between IP structures, 
which “encourage greater creative possibilities within a par tic u lar character’s 
story, [and] it also promotes exciting exchanges between characters from 
diff er ent stories.”25 The Spider- Man franchise is an example of how genre 
conventions can shift within the same franchise, in which the vari ous reboot 
attempts have represented the source of Spider- Man’s powers in diff er ent 
genre terms. For example, in Sam Raimi’s 2002 film Spider- Man— the hero’s 
first cinematic origin story— his web- shooting powers are rendered fan-
tastical from a radioactive spider bite.26 Conversely, in Marc Webb’s rebooted 
movie origin The Amazing Spider- Man, the character’s web- shooting 
capabilities are the result of Peter’s technological genius, which reimag-
ines the source of Spider- Man’s powers in science fiction terms and in line 
with the character’s comic book origin story.27 This multifarious adapta-
tion of the Spider- Man IP object also correlates with Hatcher’s contention 
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that “the intellectual property structure of  these companies creates an ave nue 
for the development of multi- layered narrative and images that combine 
old and new.”28 In one sense the diff er ent generic sources of Spider- Man’s 
web- slinging powers serve to differentiate character branding across the 
diff er ent versions, with diff er ent creative approaches. In another sense 
the need to rejuvenate the brand and the creative desire to reimagine the 
character, while still working within the limitations and allowances of a 
license, results in an interaction between genre conventions and licensing 
conditions.

Creative License and Marvel’s Orga nizational Identity

As a movie production com pany, Marvel Studios has consciously con-
structed an orga nizational identity around the dynamic between creativ-
ity and business. In their comprehensive analy sis of Marvel Studios, film 
and popu lar culture scholars Martin Flanagan, Andrew Livingstone, and 
Mike McKenny identify Marvel as an “organ ization of storytellers” that 
actively works to construct an orga nizational identity that strategically 
facilitates and encourages the pro cess of creative license.29 As such, they 
describe Marvel’s approach to creative development as a negotiation of art 
and commerce, in which “creative individuals are afforded the freedom they 
require, so long as the financial implications balance.”30 This speaks to the 
interaction between creativity and business that this chapter is concerned 
with and highlights the role of authorial pro cess in Marvel’s industrial 
organ ization. As Flanagan, Livingstone, and McKenny also contend, this 
orga nizational identity is defined by “Marvel’s inherent capacity to tell 
stories— and its historic pre ce dent of harbouring decision makers that are 
at once businessmen and storytellers.”31 This is most explic itly exemplified 
by Feige as franchise runner who manages both the creative and economic 
directions of Marvel Studios and the MCU. Flanagan, Livingstone, and 
McKenny consider Feige as “more like a film producer in the mould of an 
EIC [editor- in- chief].”32 Similarly, Liam Burke regards Marvel for being the 
first to “appl[y] the collaborative authorship and editorial supervision com-
monplace in comics to a blossoming transmedia franchise.”33  These under-
standings of Marvel’s organ ization identity also describe how Marvel’s 
approach to creative development occupies the threshold between comic 
book publishing and movie production.

Marvel’s orga nizational identity is also inscribed with its history of 
license outsourcing. As mentioned above, such licensing arrangements are 
central to the economic practices of the American comic book industry and 
its relationship with other dominant media industries like Hollywood. 
Communications professor Mark C. Rogers describes how the comic book 
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industry has a long history operating as a licensing farm, in which comic 
book narratives function primarily “to develop and maintain characters 
that can be sold for use in other media.”34 As Rogers and Johnson have com-
prehensively documented, Marvel Comics’ role as a licensing farm is cen-
tral to its turbulent industrial history: its rapid horizontal expansion strat-
egy of the 1990s led to its bankruptcy, and, as explained above, Marvel 
relinquished creative authority over its most high- profile superhero char-
acters as a  viable strategy for its economic replenishment.35 The incidental 
paradox of this licensing arrangements is that, as Johnson states, the 
“licenses sold by Marvel had effectively given away the comic book com-
pany’s position of creative authority and industrial authority over talent and 
 labor.”36 Even though this strategy helped rescue the com pany from bank-
ruptcy, it was at a creative cost. It is for this reason that the industrial iden-
tity of the MCU is intertwined with each comic book property’s litigious 
bound aries and licensing relations. Spider- Man is one such example of a 
licensed property that plays a fundamental role in understanding Marvel’s 
own orga nizational identity. Spider- Man’s licensed distance and estrange-
ment from Marvel not only is eco nom ically significant but also influences 
the strategic development of its own creative continuity and cohesion.

Spider- Man Is “Home”

When Marvel Studios and Sony officially announced a coproduction that 
would welcome Spider- Man into the same diegetic universe as the MCU, 
some critics, celebrities, and popu lar audiences lamented over the release 
of “yet another Spider- Man movie.”37 Indeed, in an interview at the time 
actress Emma Thompson even confessed to wanting to end her own life at 
the news of another Spider- Man movie.38 Such a response suggests that the 
creative- industrial significance of Homecoming is obscured by the reboot 
logic that has characterized previous Spider- Man incarnations. Homecoming 
is the sixth solo Spider- Man installment within fifteen years— but it is 
not an origin story and does not retrace any of the previous plot ele ments 
or secondary characters of previous installments (except Aunt May, 
although even she has been re imagined within the MCU).39 Therefore, 
Homecoming is creatively and industrially distinct from previous cinematic 
iterations of the iconic superhero property. Feige reveals that he is “excited 
for the opportunity to have Spider- Man appear in the MCU, something 
which both we at Marvel, and fans alike, have been looking forward to for 
years.”40 This is exemplified by “Homecoming” as the choice of subtitle: with 
the thematic sentiments of home, belonging, and identity associated with 
Marvel as the property’s ultimate creator and owner. Therefore, the movie’s 
subtitle reinforces and extends the intersection of creativity and industry 
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that Flanagan, Livingstone, and McKenny characterize as central to Marvel’s 
orga nizational identity.

While Marvel and Sony have renegotiated the terms of their licensing 
arrangement to relocate Spider- Man “inside the MCU,” they have also 
reconfigured the terms of their industrial relationship: from that of licen-
sor and licensee to creative collaboration. This plays out in Homecoming via 
two impor tant textual ele ments: the opening studio logo and the appear-
ance of the Avengers and its icons. Homecoming opens with Sony- Columbia’s 
dual studio logo and is followed by a prologue scene set “eight years ago,” 
which depicts the cleanup operations following The Avengers.41 In its open-
ing moments, Homecoming situates itself as first and foremost a Sony pro-
duction, but then immerses itself into a pivotal historical moment in the 
MCU: the aftermath of the  Battle of New York, which takes place in The 
Avengers. As the moment when the Avengers first “assembled,” the  Battle 
of New York could be regarded as the MCU’s first creative milestone: the 
culmination of the first phase of its interconnected storytelling strategy. 
When the Marvel Studios logo fi nally appears in Homecoming,  there is a 
significant addition to the familiar MCU images that proj ect across the 
Marvel Studios logo: the image of Spider- Man holding Captain Amer i ca’s 
shield in Civil War (see Figure 7.2). By this stage the plot has not yet begun, 
but the logic of collaboration has been paratextually exemplified by the 
opening studio log os.

Even though the creative strategy of the MCU is based on the prem-
ise of an interconnected diegetic universe, not all MCU installments 

Figure 7.2. Spider- Man disarms Captain Amer i ca of his shield in Captain Amer i ca: Civil 
War, in the character’s iconic costumed entry into the Marvel Cinematic Universe (Walt 
Disney Com pany, 2016).
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(e.g., Guardians of the Galaxy and Doctor Strange) explic itly identify the 
presence of the Avengers in their diegesis.42 By contrast, Homecoming places 
the world of the Avengers at the forefront of its plot, setting, and publicity. 
For example, during the film’s promotion one of the most successful 
anticipation- building posters features Spider- Man lying in front of the 
New York City skyline with the Avengers Tower in the background. This 
poster contains no movie title: the iconicity of Spider- Man in frame with 
the Avengers Tower is perhaps thought to be enough to visually signify the 
title “Spider is Home.”  There are many examples throughout Homecoming 
that emphasize Spider- Man’s presence in the same diegetic universe as the 
Avengers: the prominent role of Tony Stark and the return of Happy 
Hogan from the Iron Man franchise; the prerecorded educational video of 
Captain Amer i ca, dressed in an  earlier version of his costume from The 
Avengers, viewed at Peter’s high school during gym class and detention; 
and a number of scenes set inside the Avengers Tower, which was previ-
ously featured in Avengers: Age of Ultron.43

In Homecoming an ATM robbery sequence plays with the idea of a 
pseudo- appearance of the Avengers, as Spider- Man fights a group of four 
burglars wearing cheap masks of Iron Man, Hulk, Thor, and Captain Amer-
i ca with an “Identity Theft” poster on the bank’s wall. This scene almost 
channels the metafictional style of She- Hulk in its playful questioning of 
the nature of  legal and creative identities: Spider- Man quips “it’s  great to 
fi nally meet you guys,” then  after being attacked by stolen Chitauri tech-
nology he adds, “I’m starting to think  you’re not the real Avengers.” Simi-
larly, a “Made by Peter Parker” video diary sequence that opens the film 
reveals behind- the- scenes footage of Peter’s experience fighting members 
of the Avengers in Civil War, thus reinforcing that Homecoming is not con-
sidered tangential but is textually inscribed into the MCU. Indeed, in this 
way Homecoming makes deliberate effort to herald itself as being in the 
same world as the Avengers while, ironically, Peter always feels at an arms- 
length away as he awaits their call.

Although this chapter argues that Homecoming is not just another 
Spider- Man movie, it is still indeed another Spider- Man movie. The dis-
tinction  here is impor tant: Homecoming is significant both in its distinc-
tiveness as the first solo Spider- Man movie “inside the MCU” and in its 
derivation from previous incarnations that sit “outside the MCU.” This 
corresponds with how media scholar William Proctor defines the reboot 
strategy, which “does not render past narratives obsolete and irrelevant, 
regardless of industry intention, but rather reactivates them within an 
increasingly complex web.”44 Homecoming thus contributes to the fluid 
and multidimensional industrial identity of the Spider- Man property, 
which is constituted by vari ous media producers and creative outputs, 
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many managed by license agreements: over five de cades of comic books 
series; six solo movie installments and a growing number of supporting 
roles; multiple animated and live- action tele vi sion series produced in the 
United States and Japan; countless videogames by diff er ent developers; 
toys; vari ous tie- ins; and a Broadway musical.  These creative and commer-
cial iterations of the Spider- Man property are an inevitable result of licens-
ing agreements, which have been creatively achieved and negotiated using 
vari ous comic book storytelling strategies, such as rebooting, seriality, and 
retroactive continuity to rejuvenate and keep the property  viable. There-
fore, Homecoming is not just another Spider- Man movie but a creative- 
industrial event of superhuman proportions that fi nally brings Spider- 
Man home to Marvel.

Conclusion

The significance of the MCU as a transmedia franchise with an intercon-
nected diegetic continuity has attracted critical and mainstream attention 
to the industrial conditions of superhero property licensing. As such, the 
creative- industrial identity of Marvel’s self- produced interconnected fran-
chise strategy is discursively inscribed with the historical licensing arrange-
ments between Marvel Comics and vari ous Hollywood studios. For this 
reason the creative development of the MCU is centered on the Avengers, 
but it is also just as much defined by the absence of the X- Men and the Fan-
tastic Four, and more recently the contingent inclusion of Spider- Man in 
Homecoming. The release of Avengers: Infinity War has intensified the 
MCU’s interconnected premise, as it brings together the Avengers with the 
Guardians of the Galaxy for the first time in a movie adaptation.45

This chapter has argued that owned and licensed IP superhero franchises 
are  shaped by a complex negotiation of industrial conditions and creative 
expression across multiple media and serialized iterations. As superhero 
franchises increasingly pervade con temporary screen culture and continue 
to expand across multiple media and franchises, the dynamic between cre-
ativity and business  will become inevitably more complex. Such attention 
is likely to intensify in the  future as media conglomerates continue to 
reconfigure and negotiate their IP portfolios, through  either new licensing 
agreements or com pany acquisitions. For example, the Walt Disney Com-
pany’s acquisition of Twenty- First  Century Fox in early 2019 raises poten-
tial questions about what this means for the  future of the MCU franchise 
strategy since superhero properties like the X- Men and Fantastic Four have 
returned to Marvel’s creative control.46

The creative and industrial significance of Disney’s acquisition of Fox is 
undoubtedly compatible with the meta phor of superhuman law called on 
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in this chapter. In drawing on the diegetic practice of superhuman law, I 
have argued that Spider- Man’s incorporation into the MCU is a creative- 
industrial feat of superhuman dimensions. In this way, Spider- Man’s Home-
coming expresses a creative- industrial nexus that is facilitated by the col-
laboration of two major movies studios, Sony and Marvel, through the 
pro cesses of creative licensing. With Homecoming, not only does the Spider- 
Man character occupy the same diegesis as the Avengers, but the Spider- 
Man property is renegotiated as a shared industrial property. The creative- 
industrial identity of Spider- Man is multiple, contingent, and historically 
discursive. Homecoming therefore signals a tipping point in the creative and 
industrial history of the Spider- Man franchise and the further possibilities 
of the MCU. Indeed, Homecoming and Spider- Man’s inclusion “inside the 
MCU” can be considered a feat of superhuman law.
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